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Description
There are multiple issues with the special fields "_REF_", "_CONTROL_", "_CLIPBOARD_", ...
in DatabaseRecordList::fieldSelectBox there are special fields defined, but your selection can't be respected as
AbstractDatabaseRecordList::generateList only respects 2 of them.
The special CONTROL do not need to be in the list as DatabaseRecordList::getTable add it anyway (and is maybe later
removed if noControlPanels)
The special REF is only added if "dontShowClipControlPanels" is not true, which makes no sense (this attribute is true if you
select something else then normal clipboard)
In 6.2 it also depended on MOD_SETTINGS['bigControlPanel'] why it was more or less always on unlike in v7/8
The special CLIPBOARD is automaticaly set if schowClipboard is true, so also do not need to be in the list of
DatabaseRecordList::fieldSelectBox
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Epic #90676: Clipboard related bugs and features

Accepted

2020-03-07

Related to TYPO3 Core - Story #82206: list module enhancements/bugfixes

New

2005-07-21

Associated revisions
Revision 96e6bba9 - 2020-08-30 16:50 - Daniel Windloff
[BUGFIX] DatabaseRecordList: Field selection in single table view
The following items have been removed as they haven't any impact:
`_LOCALIZATION_`
`_CLIPBOARD_`
`_CONTROL_`
`_LOCALIZATION_` and `_CLIPBOARD_` are always filtered out.
`_CONTROL_` is always added, if not selected in the field selection.
Furthermore, the `ctrl` values `tstamp` and `crdate` could be added
by any user regardless of the column name
(respecting the configuration in TCA).
Finally, the column showing the references is added, if selected.
Releases: master, 10.4
Resolves: #80396
Change-Id: Ie809a0e6f76e62166dc2d6f9cecfb3c68750e70e
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/65501
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Tested-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Reviewed-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Revision cae6ff0f - 2020-08-30 17:05 - Daniel Windloff
[BUGFIX] DatabaseRecordList: Field selection in single table view
The following items have been removed as they haven't any impact:
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`_LOCALIZATION_`
`_CLIPBOARD_`
`_CONTROL_`
`_LOCALIZATION_` and `_CLIPBOARD_` are always filtered out.
`_CONTROL_` is always added, if not selected in the field selection.
Furthermore, the `ctrl` values `tstamp` and `crdate` could be added
by any user regardless of the column name
(respecting the configuration in TCA).
Finally, the column showing the references is added, if selected.
Releases: master, 10.4
Resolves: #80396
Change-Id: Ie809a0e6f76e62166dc2d6f9cecfb3c68750e70e
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/65478
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Reviewed-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>

History
#1 - 2020-03-07 19:54 - Christian Eßl
- Related to Epic #90676: Clipboard related bugs and features added
#2 - 2020-08-29 06:31 - Daniel Windloff
- Related to Story #82206: list module enhancements/bugfixes added
#3 - 2020-08-29 07:06 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/65501
#4 - 2020-08-30 16:51 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch 10.4 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/65478
#5 - 2020-08-30 17:00 - Daniel Windloff
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 96e6bba99bfb80020f73f630ad58c870c1fca337.
#6 - 2020-09-29 15:07 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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